There are 190 solar companies operating in Michigan.³

- **62** Manufacturers
- **78** Installers/Developers
- **50** Others

The solar industry has invested $382.53 million in Michigan, including $79.76 million in 2019.
More information about solar energy in Michigan

- Demille Solar Farm was developed by DTE Electric Company. This photovoltaic project has the capacity to generate 28.4 MW of electricity -- enough to power over 4,448 Michigan homes.

- IKEA is one of the first major corporations to go solar in Michigan with its 1.22 MW project in Canton.

- At 19 MW, Turrill Solar Farm in Lapeer is among the largest solar installations in Michigan. Completed in 2017 by DTE Electric Company, this photovoltaic project has enough electric capacity to power more than 3,070 homes.
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